Key Features

This section provides an introduction to the key features in Scroll Office. You will find descriptions, illustrations, and examples of the following:

Export Schemes

Export Schemes are similar to the Blueprints functionality https://www.atlassian.com/software/confluence/whats-new/confluence-51 in Confluence. Confluence Administrators and Space Administrators are able to define multiple Export Schemes, either per space or even globally. These Export Schemes include all settings to export your Confluence content to the wanted output format.

Generate Native Word Documents

Scroll Office automatically uses the existing styles in Confluence and converts this paragraphs into the corresponding paragraph you defined in your Microsoft Word template. The page Scroll Styles gives an overview about the matching between the styles in your template and the styles in Confluence.

Index Support

In Scroll Office it is possible to create an index and define the index terms in your Confluence system.

Placeholder Support

Word Templates used to export your Confluence with Scroll Office can contain Placeholders.

REST API

All Scroll Exporter are supporting the REST API. By using the REST API, you can automatically start your exports. For example, you can do an export with every nightly build.